WRAPPING THE WORLD IN PEACE

We live in unprecedented times.

Times where a virus has broken boundaries and got us to realize that we are only human.

Governments and people are joining hands to fight the pandemic.
Yet, the world remains divided

The power lies in our hands to make this world a better place, leaving no one behind.

The Peace Flag project works with the Sustainable Development Goal 16- Peace, Justice and Strong institutions.

The Peace Resolution was passed by the City Council-California in September 2020 to honor of the Peace Flag Project.

The Flag connects 193 countries. Flags collected from countries around the world will join the main flag, to be displayed annually at the United Nations, on the International Day of Peace.

As the flag continues to grow, every Art work and person becomes a part of its history.

Be an Advocate for Peace. Join the Peace Flag
STEP 1

FIND THE FABRIC

CLOTH NAPKIN

RUNNER

TABLE CLOTH

OLD TOP

OLD T SHIRT
STEP 2  CUT A SQUARE 12 INCHES X 12 INCHES
STEP 3
DRAW/ WRITE/SIGN
ON THE CANVAS-
YOUR DEFINITION OF PEACE
PEACE
OUT

Peace in oneself
Peace in the world

World Peace Day
STEP 4

INVOLVE COMMUNITIES/SCHOOLS
STEP 5

COLLECT CANVASES

THE MORE THE BETTER
**STEP 6**

**ARRANGE CANVASES AND PHOTOGRAPH THEM**
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**#WORLDBEYONDWAR**

**#PEACEACTIVISM**

**LOCATION- DATE**

**ON A SHEET MENTION THE DETAILS AND PHOTOGRAPH**
ALTERNATIVES TO DISPLAYING THE CANVASES

1. STACK THEM ON THE FLOOR

#WORLDBEYONDWAR
#PEACEACTIVISM
LOCATION- DATE
2. SAFETY PINS TO HANG THEM

#WORLDBEYONDWAR
#PEACEACTIVISM
LOCATION- DATE
3. Sew the panels using half an inch as margin.

Insert rods/string at the top and bottom to keep it in place.

#WORLDBEYONDWAR
#PEACEACTIVISM
LOCATION- DATE
PHOTOGRAPHING THE CANVASES

MAKE SURE THE OBJECT OF FOCUS IS IN THE CENTER
STEP 7

COLLECT CANVASES  POST THEM

PEACE-ACTIVISM
430-BEACH AVENUE
HALF MOON BAY
CALIFORNIA 94019
STEP 8

EMAIL PHOTOS TO

ACTIVISMPEACE@GMAIL.COM
STEP 9

PROVIDE SCANNED MAIL RECEIPT TO

ACTIVISMPEACE@GMAIL.COM

INCLUDE YOUR BANK DETAILS FOR REIMBURSEMENT
SEPT 2020

PEACE RESOLUTION

CITY OF H.M.B. C.A.

193 COUNTRIES

CONNECTING HUMANITY

DISPLAY

UNITED NATIONS

JOIN THE FLAGS
DISPLAY AT THE CITY COUNCIL OF HALF MOON BAY
CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
PARTICIPATING IN THE PEACE FLAG
CONNECTING 193 COUNTRIES

TIME LINE- MAY 30 TH

TRY TO COLLECT A MINIMUM 100 CANVASES TO POST
ONLY IF POSSIBLE

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO DONATE IN KIND

YOU CAN BY-

BY PAYING FOR YOUR POSTAL CHARGES/ SEWING ETC
FOR ANY QUESTIONS

CALL/WHATS APP
+1-6502406308

EMAIL
ACTIVISMPAC@GMAIL.COM